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3 billion WebRTC users by 2016.  

Will you be ready to talk 
browser-to-browser?

The fastest, most robust, easiest way to implement 
secure WebRTC video, audio & data applications 
for the enterprise. 

Why Use EasyRTC Enterprise?

EasyRTC Enterprise is a full-stack WebRTC toolkit suitable for building 
highly secure, enterprise WebRTC applications.  It is a bundle of web 
applications, code snippets, client libraries and server components 
meticulously written and documented to work right out of the box.  

With EasyRTC Enterprise, web developers can get up to speed and get 
real-world business applications that use WebRTC to market, fast. 

The WebRTC API's in modern web browsers like Chrome or Firefox are 
evolving at a rapid pace - and will continue to evolve rapidly as the 
emerging WebRTC standard gets hammered out by various standards 
bodies, and the browser companies add competitive but non-standard 
add-ons.  The side e�ect of this rapid change is that code you write 
today may not work tomorrow.  

Our business is to normalize and hide WebRTC API changes by providing 
an easy-to-use client side API that remains more constant, so your 
developers can get their applications built without having to be WebRTC 
gurus.

We give your developers a kickstart in the WebRTC world by providing 
not only our toolkits, but also complete working enterprise strong WebRTC 
apps that can be re-skinned and con�gured for your organization by 
making minor code and graphics changes. 

Why work hard when you can follow our lead? 
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The Hand Off - Move from your smartphone 
to your desktop without leaving the video 
conference room.  No more conversations 
missed while you “dial in”  from another device.  

Secure End To End - Whether you’ re
talking about con�dential contracts internally 
or �nances with a client, your connection is 
completely secure.  No-one steals anything.

Your Server or Ours? - Strict policies about 
who can store and access your data?  Need to 
have everything on your own secure server?  
EasyRTC Enterprise as Platform-as-a-Service or 
as Licensed Software - you choose.

Award Winning
“Best New Tool 2012” & “Best Overall 2013” 
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Working Code to Accelerate Time-to-Market
With working, tested code and the source code for Tawk.com - with a few tweaks 
you'll have your own custom WebRTC enterprise application.

Your Servers or Platform-as-a-Service
With our licensed option, sensitive data resides on your own secure servers.  
Start with our Platform-as-a-Service for development and transfer to your 
own servers for production.

Enterprise Secure
We secure our servers with HTTPS, proxies and private networks. 
All conversations are encrypted from browser to browser.

Fitting your Existing Systems
EasyRTC Enterprise integrates seamlessly with public or private web sites using 
existing systems for authentication.  We don't add another one to the mix.

Scale with Distributed Systems
EasyRTC Enterprise is a distributed set of WebRTC servers, database servers, 
load balancers, STUN and TURN servers and a monitoring server working with 
your application server. 

Bring Your Own Device Support
EasyRTC Enterprise includes working native code to support iPhones and iPads.  
Our web applications also work on Android.

EasyRTC Database
EasyRTC Enterprise’s database ensures you can scale and manage your data 
professionally.  All the information we glean from client interactions is kept safe 
and secure.

Real-time and Historical Reporting
EasyRTC Enterprise reports show server load, who's using it from where, and 
what browsers and operating systems they are using.

Cross Browser WebRTC Support
Our EasyRTC Client API hides the subtle di�erences between browsers.  We keep 
those API’s up-in sync so your developers can concentrate on your application. 

WebRTC Awards
EasyRTC won the Best WebRTC Tools Award at the �rst WebRTC Expo and 
Conference in November 2012 and Tawk.com and EasyRTC Enterprise won 
the Editor’s Choice Award in June 2013.

Our Support
EasyRTC Enterprise customers get dedicated service.  We can also augment 
your team with experienced WebRTC people to help with application 
development, architectural and systems management services.

EasyRTC Enterprise is the easiest-to-implement, 
most robust quick-to-market WebRTC platform out there, 
whether you need Platform-As-A-Service or On-Premise.

Take our application 
and make it
your application.

Talk to us.  We’ll be happy to answer 
all of your questions.  And if you 
have a speci�c project in mind, we 
can also help you determine your 
organization’s needs - and the 
EasyRTC Enterprise options available 
for you.
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Is EasyRTC Enterprise 
the perfect solution
for your organization? 

Quick Change Skin - EasyRTC comes 
with a native iOS WebRTC video chat 
app that can be reskinned in minutes 
using CSS.


